
Night Time Commission Monday  

11 December, 9.30am – 12.30 pm 

Committee Room 4, City Hall, SE1 2AA 

 

Attendees:  Philip Kolvin QC (Chair); Lucy Musgrave; Cllr Angela Harvey; Paul Davies; Indhu 

Rubasingham; Cllr Darren Rodwell; Kate Nicholls; Hannah Wadey; Hannah Barry; 

Alan Miller; Andrew Cooke; Dave Humphries (on behalf of Alan Clamp); Samantha 

Renke, Nihal Arthanayake; Les Isaac; David Lutton; Romel Moseley. 

Secretariat:  Tony Sophoclides, ALMR 

GLA attendees: Shonagh Manson; Paul Broadhurst 

Guests:  Mark Inger 

Apologies:  Jo Negrini; Jan Hart; Maria Balshaw; Shakira Martin; Carly Wilford; Jamal 

Edwards; Riz Shaikh; Roy Smith; Alex Williams; Ros Morgan 

 

Welcome and inroductions 

Introductions. Minutes of last meeting approved. Overview of activities so far. 

Kate Nicholls gave an overview of how ALMR are engaging with members: January licensing forum 

event; CEOs of other trade assocs (BHA, BBPA, etc); Night Time Commission consultation questions 

to be circulated; Tourism Alliance stakeholders to be invited to contribute. 

PK: wider stakeholders also being engaged via questionnaire, events, email. Tourism Alliance to be 

added to list of consultees, which must be comprehensive across all activities that occur between 

18.00-06.00 (eg public realm, transport, healthcare etc).  

Lucy will lead a 2-hour walk from Festival Hall on 10 January focusing on riverscape, heritage, civic 

spaces. 

Discussion on 6pm to 6am definition of NTE. This is a preferred way of describing the commission’s 

work – preferable to ‘night time economy’. Some also suggested it was preferable to the title ‘night 

time commission’. 6 to 6 could become a campaign and would make a memorable hashtag. It could 

also be the umbrella name for a set of standards that night time businesses / employers can sign up 

to and display. 

ACTION: brain download document to be circulated to Commissioners by email. 

ACTION: Dropbox access to be shared with Commissioners.  

ACTION: all to feed in any other stakeholders for consultation. 

ACTION: Alan Miller to lead 6-to-6 brand activity ideas; a logo that welcomes people and identifies 

the NTC’s defined focus. 

 



Team discussions 

Intro by Philip and division into two discussion groups: 

- Group 1: visitors & other workers 

- Group 2: residents and licensed venue workers 

 

Reviewing group discussions 

 

Group 2 - residents and licensed venue workers 

Topics and themes: overarching themes (a) a level playing field and (b) residents are workers  

Must cover all zones of London; key issues of affordability and accessibility, and modern 

slavery/black economy (incl. how to address via LPC, worker protection, naming and shaming, more 

powers to LAs, employment law protections; active citizens (eg pastors), quality of life for residents 

and how they can be heard - resident representation and worker representation; first responder 

support (eg emergency services, door staff) and how they can be helped and protected;  

Whole group discussion reiterated the need to keep focus London-wide, with depth and breadth of 

representatives; let LAs know how to report exploitation in NTE; need for promotion of ENTE 

London-wide; need for accessibility; suggestion of making film (equivalent of 1946 film) to raise 

questions and engage people; defining what makes London special;  

 

Group 1 - visitors and other workers 

Overarching themes: how we work with communities and engage with stakeholders and the public. 

Suggested possible approaches included: 

- lighting and energy: using lighting to promote elements of NTE;  

- power generation through walking; smart tech;  

- navigation for residents, workers and visitors, working with lighting (eg smart lighting);  

- using cycling to generate electricity.  

- local areas’ characters: engaging people through history etc of locales 

- look at promoting nearer destinations for Londoners, not just the traditional destinations.  

Transport: night tube has low knowledge of it among visitors; Gatwick rail not through the night. 

Other amenities: public toilet shortage solved by public and/or private funding. 

Whole group discussion: using apps to assist/promote accessibility information; there’s a clash 

between simultaneously trying to use and service the capital at night time (eg freight logistics), 

Crown Estate looking at this in Westminster; using the river better as part of logistical solutions; 

Tilbury example countering previous assertions that Thames can be the answer, with hydro or 

electric answers being more suited; smart technology should be more of a focus; using buildings 

better around the clock; homogenous lighting makes whole city look the same at night – policy 

and/or guidance would help LAs to make most of their strengths through lighting (10 January walk 

will include this); need to engage land owners as well as land users in lighting; digital covers vast 



areas of solutions for London, from freight, lighting, power, accessibility, data etc., so how do we 

harness an understanding and form recommendations?; sessions suggested to learn the uses and 

pans for future application of digital/tech; suggestion to recruit expertise into the Commission (job 

spec to be drafted); ‘London is open model’ widely liked and respected, possibly politicised but 

reflect London referendum vote; security for all is key, incl designing out crime and using lighting and 

infrastructure; achievable 24 hour licensing for places that wish to implement I but LAs need 

autonomy to choose what’s best for them; intergenerational issues must be key across the vision’s 

agenda.  

ACTION: recruit digital expertise to the commission 

ACTION: organise digital/tech roundtable / discussion 

 


